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Abstract: This paper proposes an online measurement-based method for n-1 voltage stability assessment on a load area by means of an equivalent system of N+1 buses introduced by ref. [1] to represent N boundary buses of the load area and the external system. This method utilizes real-time synchro-phasor measurements on N boundary buses and online state estimation on the load area to analyze n-1 sensitivities for equivalent transfer admittances and power flows by means of a Modified Line Outage Distribution Factor (MLODF) in order to estimate the voltage stability margin of power transfer to each boundary bus under an anticipated n-1 condition. The method is demonstrated on the Northeast Power Coordinating Council 48-machine, 140-bus power system.
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1. Introduction

Prediction and mitigation of voltage instability is one of major concerns in today’s power system operations [2]. Especially for a load center area supported by remote generation through tie lines, voltage instability may originate from a boundary bus and then spread out to wide-area or even system-wide voltage instability. The root cause of voltage instability is often loss of a key system component such as a tie line or a local generator in the load area. Thus, online Voltage Stability Assessment (VSA) for both the current condition and any foreseen n-1 condition is a necessary task in power system operations.

Among existing VSA techniques in literature, real-time Measurement-based VSA (MBVSA) as a data-driven approach has unique advantages compared to traditional model-based VSA. Many researchers have made significant contribution to the model-based VSA [3-7]. The drawbacks of model-based VSA include the dependency of accurate simulation models and a convergent power-flow solution as the basis for assessment. MBVSA methods typically use synchro-phasor measurements, e.g. PMU (phasor measurement unit) data, collected at the load buses or the boundary buses of a load area, and then online identify an equivalent of the system for estimating voltage stability margins on those buses. For instance, widely-used Thevenin equivalent based methods represent the system outside a load bus or a
load area by a Thevenin equivalent circuit [8-21]. Because voltage stability margin depends on the gap between the magnitudes of the Thevenin impedance and the load impedance, these methods use real-time measurements to estimate the Thevenin impedance and also calculate the load impedance so that voltage stability margin can be calculated directly without conducting simulation or powerflow analysis on the original system. The Thevenin equivalent based methods work well on a local load bus or the transmission corridor of a load pocket area, but may not be accurate for a load area supported by multiple tie lines [22]. In order to apply the Thevenin equivalent to a meshed power network, Ref. [16] decouples the network into many “decoupled single-port circuits” that each connects a load bus with an equivalent generator so as to estimate voltage stability margin at each load bus. However, this method ideally needs to deploy PMUs at all generators and all load buses (or at least the interested load buses for practical applications) to obtain an accurate network model.

Ref. [1] has extended the Thevenin equivalent, which is a 1+1 bus equivalent, to an equivalent with \(N+1\) buses (called “the \(N+1\) equivalent” in this paper) that is able to represent \(N\) tie lines and to calculate the voltage stability margin individually on each boundary bus.

Most of existing MBVSA methods only provide real-time voltage stability margin information for the current system condition but is unable to look ahead to provide voltage stability margin for foreseen critical n-1 conditions as model-based VSA methods do. Although model-based VSA methods provide margin information for n-1 conditions, they need to run contingency analysis by either time-domain simulation or powerflow analysis, which could be time consuming for a large system.

This paper will enhance the MBVSA method proposed in [1] to provide real-time voltage stability margin also for n-1 conditions using only measurement data. First, n-1 sensitivity analysis is conducted on the powerflow model of the system for insights on how the \(N+1\) equivalent may vary under n-1 conditions. With the model and tie line flow under n-1 contingency updated, the n-1 voltage stability margins and the criticality of the post-contingency scenarios can be obtained using \(N+1\) equivalent MBVSA.

To determine post-contingency quantities in performing contingency analysis, the sensitivity and Distribution Factor (DF) methods are widely utilized. Sauer found Line Outage Distribution Factor (LODF) using admittance values in [23] to determine the real power line flows. Then in [24], an improved technique based on phasor measurements was proposed. In [25], Ilic and Phadke used the decoupled method to estimate the distribution factors to determine reactive power line flows. In [26], Singh and Srivastava have obtained
the P-δ and Q-V relationship based on the load flow Jacobian matrix. In this paper, a Modified LODF has been proposed to provide the real power sensitivity of the tie-line flows.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the N+1 equivalent and the corresponding MBVSA algorithms for the load areas. Section 3 presents two sensitivity analyses respectively on equivalent parameters and on tie-line power flows, by which margin information for an anticipated n-1 condition can be predicted. Section 4 validates the proposed approach using the NPCC system. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Measurement-Based VSA Using the N+1 Equivalent

For multiple tie lines feeding a load area, their power transfer limits may be met at different time instants if the coupling relationship among their boundary buses is weak. The N+1 equivalent proposed in [1] retains the coupling relationship among boundary buses of a load area as in Fig. 1. The external system is represented by a single voltage source with phasor $\bar{E}$ connected by $N$ branches with impedances $\bar{z}_{E1} - \bar{z}_{EN}$, and the load area is modelled by $N$ equivalent loads with impedances $\bar{z}_{IJ} - \bar{z}_{NN}$ on boundary buses with connections of impedances $\bar{z}_{ij}$'s between them. The N+1 equivalent in [1] is extended from the widely-used Thevenin equivalent which represents the external system as a single equivalent voltage
source. The effectiveness of the Thevenin equivalent has been verified by a large number of papers and case studies. As long as the external system is strong and has no angular stability concern, it is usually valid to represent the external system by an adaptive equivalent voltage source to simplify voltage stability analysis on the load area. The reason is that a critical voltage source, e.g., a generator or generation area close to the load area, often dominates the voltage stability of the load area. Even if that voltage source may shift from one area to another with the change of operating conditions, real-time estimation of its equivalent parameters guarantees the equivalent voltage source always represents the most critical voltage source. As an extension from the Thevenin equivalent, the \( N+1 \) equivalent does not lose any information on the external system since its parameter estimation on the external voltage source is basically inherited and extended from the Thevenin equivalent; moreover, application of an \( N+1 \) equivalent enables more detailed voltage stability monitoring on the boundary of the load area.

Let \( \vec{S}_i = P_i + jQ_i \) denote the complex power fed to boundary bus \( i \) and let \( \vec{V}_i \) denote the bus voltage phasor. Using synchronized measurements on \( \vec{S}_i \) and \( \vec{V}_i \), all parameters of the equivalent can be identified on-line (e.g. every 0.1~1s) using the latest measurements of a sliding time window containing \( K \) measurement points \( \vec{S}_i(k) = P_i(k) + jQ_i(k) \) and \( \vec{V}_i(k) = V_i(k) \angle \theta_i(k) \) \( (k=1, \ldots, K) \) [1].

As all parameters are continuously updated by solving two optimization problems, each power transfer limit can be calculated analytically as an explicit function of all parameters of the \( N+1 \) equivalent, which has been derived in [1]. Then, assume the power factor over the time window to be constant for each load, active power transfer \( P_i \) is a function of all parameters of the equivalent and its maximum \( P^\text{Max}_{i,j} \) can be solved by letting its partial derivative with respect to the change of \( y_{ji} \) at bus \( j \) be zero, i.e.,

\[
\frac{\partial P_i(y_{i1}, \ldots, y_{NN})}{\partial y_{ji}} = 0 \quad i, j=1, \ldots, N \quad (1)
\]

Ref. [1] proved that the analytical solution of \( P^\text{Max}_{i,j} \) can be obtained by solving a quadratic equation. Thus, in real time, the active power limit of tie line \( i \) with respect to the change of the load at bus \( j \) can directly be calculated and compared with the actual active power for system operators’ situational awareness or to trigger a preventive control action once their gap (i.e. voltage stability margin for the present condition) becomes insufficient.
3. Sensitivity Analyses for n-1 conditions

Even if the voltage stability margins on all tie lines are sufficient for the present condition, voltage instability may still be a threat under a foreseen n-1 contingency in the load area. This section will present the proposed method for n-1 voltage stability assessment based on n-1 sensitivity analyses for both the N+1 equivalent and real power tie-line flows. More specifically, the first sensitivity analysis is conducted on admittances of the equivalent system under n-1 contingencies inside the load area. The purpose is to predict the values of those admittances after a foreseen n-1 contingency in order to calculate power transfer limits for each tie line under the contingency using (1). Then, the second sensitivity analysis is conducted using a proposed Modified Line Outage Distribution Factor (MLODF) to predict the tie-line flow after that n-1 contingency. Thus, the power transfer margin under that n-1 contingency is determined by the predicted post-contingency transfer limit and power transfer.

3.1. n-1 Sensitivity Analysis on the Equivalent

The N+1 equivalent can be derived from a reduction on the admittance matrix of the load area as follows. Firstly, replace the external system of the load area with N hypothetical voltage sources located at the N boundary buses, respectively. Assume that the load area has N boundary buses and R internal buses, whose admittance matrix $Y_{bus}$ is $(R+N) \times (R+N)$. As shown in Fig. 2, reduce this matrix to the N boundary buses by eliminating elements.
representing $R$ internal buses. Thus, an $N$-bus complete graph is formed, which has a load admittance $\overline{y}_{ii}$ at each boundary bus and a transfer admittance $\overline{y}_{ij}$ between any two boundary buses.

In the following process of network reduction, all loads in the load area are considered as impedance loads and all generators in the load area will be considered as negative loads. Those loads and generators are admittances added to the diagonal elements of the matrix.

The nodal equation $\mathbf{I}_{bus} = \mathbf{Y}_{bus} \mathbf{V}_{bus}$ for the load area is:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
I_N \\
0
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
Y_{NN} & Y_{RN} \\
Y_{NR} & Y_{RR}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
V_N \\
V_R
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(2)

where $\mathbf{I}_N$ represents the vector of the currents injected to $N$ boundary buses of the load area through $N$ tie lines, and $\mathbf{Y}_{NN}$, $\mathbf{Y}_{RR}$, and $\mathbf{Y}_{RN}$ are respectively the admittance matrices about $N$ hypothetical voltage sources $\overline{E}_1 \sim \overline{E}_N$, the internal load buses, and their connections.

Expand equation (2) to obtain,

$$
\begin{align*}
I_N &= Y_{NN}V_N + Y_{RN}V_R \\
0 &= Y_{NR}V_N + Y_{RR}V_R
\end{align*}
$$

(3)

from which vector $\mathbf{V}_R$ can be eliminated to find

$$
I_N = (Y_{NN} - Y_{NR}Y_{RR}^{-1}Y_{RN})V_N
$$

(4)

Therefore, the admittance matrix on the reduced $N$-bus system for the load area is

$$
\mathbf{Y} = Y_{NN} - Y_{NR}Y_{RR}^{-1}Y_{RN}
$$

(5)

Equation (5) actually provides a transformation from the original system to the equivalent system. To assess the sensitivity on $\mathbf{Y}$ under a line $i$-$j$ admittance change, three possible locations of the line are considered. The resulting changes of $\mathbf{Y}$, denoted by $\Delta \mathbf{Y}$, are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of line $i$-$j$</th>
<th>$\Delta \mathbf{Y}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$i, j \in N$</td>
<td>$Y_{NN} - Y_{NN}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i, j \in R$</td>
<td>$Y_{NR}(Y_{RR} - Y_{RR})Y_{RN}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i \in N, j \in R$ or $i \in R, j \in N$</td>
<td>$Y_{NR}Y_{RR}^{-1}Y_{RN} - Y_{NN}Y_{RR}^{-1}Y_{RN}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thus, the equivalent transfer admittances between any two boundary buses for the load area can be obtained from the estimated admittances matrix $Y$ and its change $\Delta Y$. As it is shown in Table 1, when the outaged line connects two boundary buses, there is $\Delta Y = Y_{NN} - Y_{NN}$ since $Y_{NN}$ is the only admittance changed in the 1st case. If there is no direct connection between the two ends of the outaged line and the boundary buses, we have $\Delta Y = Y_{NR}Y_{RR}^{-1}Y_{RN} - Y_{NR}Y_{RR}^{-1}Y_{RN}$. Thus, a sensitivity analysis for any n-1 contingency in the load area can be conducted based on the transfer admittances retrieved from $Y + \Delta Y$.

In order to obtain the limit under n-1 contingency, some equations in Ref. [1] need to be modified. Firstly, the voltage on boundary buses used for n-1 contingency sensitivity becomes

$$V = \frac{E^{adj}(Y + \Delta Y + Y_{E}^D)}{\det(Y + \Delta Y + Y_{E}^D)}Y_{E}$$

(6)

For simplicity, let $\alpha_i'$ denote the $i$-th element of $adj(Y + \Delta Y + Y_{E}^D)$ and let $\gamma' = \det(Y + \Delta Y + Y_{E}^D)$. Thus,

$$\bar{V}_i = \frac{E\alpha_i}{\gamma'}$$

(7)

According to the derivation in ref. [1], there is

$$P_i^*(\bar{y}_1, \ldots, \bar{y}_N) = |E|^2 \text{Re} \left[ \bar{y}_E^s \left( \frac{\alpha_s^*}{\gamma} \right) \frac{\alpha_s}{\gamma'} \right]$$

(8)

Based on the sensitivity analysis and the updated power injection expression, equation (1) can be used to calculate the power transfer limits for each tie line under n-1 contingency.

### 3.2. n-1 Sensitivity Analysis on Tie Line Flows

A Line Outage Distribution Factor (LODF) can be used to determine the impact of a line outage on other line flows without explicitly solving post-contingency power flows [27]. In this paper, a Modified Line Outage Distribution Factor (MLODF) is proposed to estimate the post-contingency real power transfers on tie lines with moderate computational burdens.

For a typical load center powered by the external system through multiple tie lines, the schematic Fig. 3 explains how the n-1 sensitivity analysis is conducted on tie-line flow $S_{ij}$ when line $l-m$ is outaged.
Fig. 3. MLODF for load center

According to the LODF defined in [27], the load center in Fig. 3 has a LODF

$$\tau_{ij,lm} = \frac{\Delta S_{ij}}{S_{lm}} = \frac{\rho_{ij} - \rho_{ij}^\prime}{\rho_{lm}^\prime}$$

(9)

where $\Delta S_{ij}$ is the power transfer change on the tie line from bus $i$ to bus $j$, $S_{lm}$ represents the power transfer of the outaged line. Variables $\rho_{ij}$, $\rho_{ij}^\prime$, $\rho_{lm}$ and $\rho_{lm}^\prime$ are the Power Transfer Distribution Factors (PTDFs), representing the sensitivity of line loading with respect to bus demands. Here $\rho_{ij}$ and $\rho_{ij}^\prime$ are the PTDFs before and after the line $l$-$m$ outage, respectively. A PTDF $\rho_{ij,k}$ relating the power transfer $S_{ij}$ on the line from bus $i$ to bus $j$ with respect to the power injection at bus $k$ $S_k$ is denoted as

$$\rho_{ij,k} = \frac{\Delta S_{ij}}{\Delta S_k} \approx \frac{\partial S_{ij}}{\partial S_k} = \frac{\partial (V_i - V_j)/z_y}{\partial (I_k^*)}$$

(10)

where, $z_y$ represents the transmission line impedance between bus $i$ and bus $j$. Variables $V_i^*$, $V_j$ and $V_k$ are the voltages on bus $i$, $j$ and $k$, respectively. Current $I_k^*$ represents the current injection into bus $k$. In the derivation of a formula to practically calculate PTDFs, Ref. [27] assumes all the buses have nearly unity bus voltages and hence considers the PTDFs as a function of only impedances of the system. However, for the voltage stability assessment, that approach may cause large errors since the voltages on the boundary buses as well as internal buses of the load area may not be close to 1 p.u., especially when the system is approaching the collapse point. In this paper, a modified formula (11) for calculating a PTDF is proposed, which retains voltages of all buses involved:

$$\rho_{ij,k} = \frac{\bar{V} (\frac{\partial V}{\partial I_k^*} - \frac{\partial V}{\partial V_k})^*}{\bar{V}_k (Z_k^* - Z_k^*)^*}$$

(11)
where, $Z_{ik}$ and $Z_{jk}$ are the element at the $i$-th row and $k$-th column, and the element at the $j$-th row and $k$-th column of the impedance matrix $Z_{bus} = (Y_{bus})^{-1}$, respectively.

Then, an LODF $\tau_{ij,lm}$ is calculated using a modified formula

$$
\tau_{ij,lm} = \frac{\rho_{ij} - \rho_{ij,l}}{\rho_{lm}} = \frac{V_j^{-1} z_{lm}^*(Z_{ij} - Z_{ij,l}) - z_{lm}^*(Z_{ij} - Z_{ij,l})}{V_m^{-1} z_{ij}^*(Z_{ij} - Z_{ij,m})}
$$

(12)

where notations having a prime are based on the post-contingency impedance matrix $Z_{bus}'$ of the system. With $V_j$ and $V_m$ obtained from either the state estimator or PMUs, the change on a tie-line flow can be calculated accurately. The result of (12) is named a MLODF (Modified LODF) in the rest of the paper.

In the proposed MBVSA method for $n$-1 conditions, the changes of all tie-line power transfers will be estimated by (10) and (12), which are much faster than power flow calculation and meet the requirements for online applications.

**Remark:** Ref. [21] also employs model-based sensitivity analysis to estimate post-contingency voltage and current phasors, and combines that analysis with a Thevenin equivalent based MBVSA method. Two steps are performed in order to calculate sensitivity indices in [21]: 1) calculate the Jacobian matrix on the system’s power flow condition utilizing synchronized phasor measurements at all buses; 2) calculate sensitivity indices by the inverse matrix of the Jacobian matrix. However, when the Jacobian matrix becomes singular at the voltage collapse point, that approach has difficulty in calculating the sensitivity indices. Compared to the method in [21], the method proposed in this paper extends the $N+1$ buses equivalent system to analyze $n$-1 sensitivities of the system. Since this method only predicts post-contingency voltage stability for the tie lines of the load center, it needs much fewer measurements and has fewer computational burdens than the method in [21]. In addition, this method does not need to calculate the Jacobian matrix and its inverse matrix.

### 3.3. Implementation of the Proposed Method for $n$-1 Voltage Stability Assessment in a Hybrid Framework

The proposed method complements the traditional MBVSA techniques for the present condition and it improves operators’ situational awareness on potential voltage instability under a foreseen $n$-1 condition in a vulnerable load area without conducting time-consuming $n$-1 contingency analysis or simulation. The voltage stability margin information for $n$-1
conditions is obtained based on two sensitivity analyses respectively on the $N+1$ equivalent and the tie-line flows as introduced in sections 3.1 and 3.2. Although the margin information may not be 100% accurate, this method is appropriate for an online preventive control scheme to trigger a remedial action when voltage instability under any credible n-1 contingency is predicted. A conservative threshold can be selected for the margin of each tie line considering the error due to sensitivity analysis. Another application of this method is an online contingency pre-screening tool to identify a critical set of n-1 contingencies whose occurrences may lead to negative or insufficient voltage stability margin. Then online contingency analysis or simulation can be conducted focusing only on those critical n-1 contingencies identified by this measurement-based method. In such a case, a hybrid scheme integrating this MBVSA method and a simulation-based VSA tool is proposed for online n-1 voltage stability assessment on a load area. The scheme conducts the following steps:

1) Obtain the most recent State Estimator (SE) solution (typically available every 1 to 3 minutes) to conduct two sensitivity analyses as introduced above;

2) Continuously (e.g. every 0.1 to 1 second) calculate the voltage stability margins for foreseen n-1 contingencies in the load area using PMU data collected at boundary buses of the load area;

3) If the n-1 margin given by the proposed measurement-based method on any tie line is found below a pre-set threshold (e.g. 10%), perform simulation-based VSA by power flow calculation (or dynamic simulation if time allows) on the corresponding n-1 contingency;

4) If the simulation-based VSA verifies the voltage instability following that n-1 contingency, the system does not meet n-1 security criteria any more, so a preventive control action should be taken to recover n-1 security of the system;

5) If the measurement-based margin drops to another even lower threshold (e.g. 5%) before simulation-based VSA finishes its computation, a preventive action needs to be taken immediately;

6) Whenever a new online SE solution is available (e.g. every 1 to 3 minutes), perform n-1 contingency pre-screening based on the solution and use this result to update the less accurate result from the sensitivity analysis on tie line flows.

Fig. 4 illustrates such a hybrid scheme for online VSA.
4. Case Studies

The Northeast Power Coordinating Council (NPCC) 48-machine, 140-bus system model is utilized to demonstrate the proposed MBVSA method for n-1 conditions on the Connecticut Load Center (CLC) area, which is supported by three tie lines, i.e. 73-35, 30-31 and 6-5 as shown in Fig. 5 [28]. The well-known IEEE 39-bus standard system is actually reduced from the NPCC 140-bus system used in this paper. Compared with the NPCC system, the IEEE 39-bus system retains the topology of the ISO-NE region completely and reduces the rest of the system including the transmission lines from the ISO-NE region to the NYISO region to an equivalent generator as bus 39. Powertech’s TSAT is used to create simulated PMU measurements about the CLC area. Simulation results on the voltages at boundary buses 35, 31 and 5 and the complex powers of the three tie lines are recorded at a frequency of 30 Hz according to a typical PMU sampling rate. The raw data are preprocessed by an averaging filter over 15 samples to be downgraded to 2 Hz. The processed data are then fed to the proposed method to estimate the external and load-area parameters and to calculate transfer limits for foreseen n-1 contingencies. The parameter estimation is performed every 0.5 s on data of the latest 5-second time window. Two optimization models formulated in [1] are adopted and solved by the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method to estimate the parameters of the equivalent system. In practice, the optimization over the time window can effectively reduce the impact from errors or missing data with real PMU measurements.
The following n-1 scenario is selected to demonstrate the proposed method: all loads of the load area are uniformly increased by a total of 1.53 MW per second from its original load of 1906.5 MW with constant load power factors. At $t=200$ s, the transmission line between buss 4 and 5 is tripped, which pushes the system to be closer to the voltage stability limit. After another 200 s load increase, voltage collapse happens around $t=400$ s as shown in Fig. 6 on three boundary-bus voltages. Fig. 7 indicates the P-V (power-voltage) curves drawn using the measurements at three boundary buses. In the NPCC system, the load is not represented by the constant power load model. With the ZIP load model, the system may pass the “nose” point of a P-V curve and even operate on the lower part of that curve. The discontinuities of the P-V curves are caused by the n-1 contingency.
Fig. 6. Voltage magnitudes at CLC boundary buses

Fig. 7. PV curves

4.1. n-1 Sensitivity Analysis on the Equivalent

The load area is represented by a 3-bus complete graph having three transfer admittances connecting three boundary buses and three loads respectively at three boundary buses. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 compare the changes of the conductances and susceptances of three transfer admittances due to this n-1 contingency. Their values are calculated by the approach in Section 3.1. These two figures clearly show that the transfer admittances will remain constant unless a topological change happens in the load area.
4.2. $n$-1 sensitivity analysis on tie line flows

The MLODF calculated by formula (12) is utilized to predict tie-line power flows for the post-contingency condition. For the NPCC 48-machine, 140-bus system model, there are 12 $n$-1 line outage contingencies in the load area. All 12 contingencies are tested on a desktop computer with Intel Xeon E5620 2.4GHz CPU and 48GB RAM. The PSAT software by Powertech Labs needs more than 5 seconds to finish the $n$-1 power flow calculation for 12 cases using Newton-Raphson (NR) method. However, the proposed measurement-based method only takes 0.124 seconds to significantly save the computational time. For the most critical tie line 73-35, Table 2 lists the errors of line flows estimated by MLODF method compared to the actual line flows calculated by the Newton-Raphson (NR) method. All errors are below 3%, showing a good accuracy with MLODF method.
Table 2 Errors in line flows estimated by the MLODF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contingency</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Contingency</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line 4-5 trip</td>
<td>0.56%</td>
<td>Line 33-34 trip</td>
<td>-1.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 5-31 trip</td>
<td>-2.59%</td>
<td>Line 1-2 trip</td>
<td>-2.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 1-4 trip</td>
<td>-0.90%</td>
<td>Line 34-35 trip</td>
<td>-0.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 32-33 trip</td>
<td>-2.03%</td>
<td>Line 32-35 trip</td>
<td>2.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 2-33 trip</td>
<td>2.07%</td>
<td>Line 3-4 trip</td>
<td>-0.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 31-32 trip</td>
<td>2.19%</td>
<td>Line 2-3 trip</td>
<td>-0.04%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Estimation of n-1 Voltage Stability Margin

Fig. 10 gives the results from the proposed MBVSA method for n-1 conditions. Each tie line has three n-1 limits respectively on three potential directions of load increase (i.e. near buses 35, 31 and 5). Before the trip of line 4-5, the method keeps computing totally nine power transfer limits under the n-1 condition corresponding to that line tripping, and all tie lines have sufficient margins to their limits. As shown in Fig. 10, voltage stability limits for that anticipated n-1 condition (line 4-5 trip) are the blue dashed lines starting at t=200s. When that line tripping actually happens, the MBVSA for the present condition can immediately estimate the real-time stability limits of the three tie lines. From the figure, the active powers of the three tie lines become very close to their limits. Compared with the real-time limits, all nine n-1 limits predicted before t=200s are fairly accurate.

After the line tripping happens, $P_{35}$ of tie line 73-35 is the most critical tie line as it has the smallest margin. As loads keep increasing, $P_{35}$ reaches the limit $P_{35,5}^{\text{Max}}$ at $t=307$ s. From Fig. 10 (b) and (c), the other two lines keep positive margins until the final voltage collapse happens around $t=400$ s.

The aforementioned monitoring for each anticipated n-1 condition offers an effective way for contingency pre-screening so that more detailed power flow analysis or time-domain simulation is only needed for very few critical contingencies. The n-1 limit and margin information on individual tie line from this proposed measurement-based method will tell the operators in real time which contingency will be critical for further, more detailed analysis. With this information, a huge number of non-critical simulations will be skipped and only the most critical ones will be analyzed online. Therefore, system operators will have enough time to run the simulation and find the optimal remedial action before system collapse.
Fig. 10. Transfer limits of each tie line under n-1 line trip contingency
a P35 vs. its limits
b P31 vs. its limits
c P5 vs. its limits
4.4. \textit{n-1 Contingency Sensitivity Analysis Study with Preventive Control}

In the framework of a hybrid scheme, preventive control against the worst line tripping is demonstrated in this section on the 140-bus NPCC system. This scenario has load of the area increased by 1.53 MW per second; the line 4-5 is tripped at $t=200$ s; after additional 200 s load increase, voltage collapse happens around $t=400$ s. The simulation-based VSA module is performed on the power flow condition obtained before the actual line tripping for all n-1 contingencies in the load area. Table 3 lists the smallest tie-line power transfer margins under all n-1 contingencies from the simulation-based VSA. From the result, the worst contingency is identified to be line 4-5 tripping. In the following, we will demonstrate how the proposed MBVSA method can predict that most critical contingency and take a timely remedial action to prevent the system from voltage collapse.

Table 3 Margins of all n-1 line trip contingency at 200s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contingency</th>
<th>Margin(MW)</th>
<th>Contingency</th>
<th>Margin(MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line 4-5 trip</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Line 33-34 trip</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 5-31 trip</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Line 1-2 trip</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 1-4 trip</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Line 34-35 trip</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 32-33 trip</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Line 32-35 trip</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 2-33 trip</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Line 3-4 trip</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line 31-32 trip</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Line 2-3 trip</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 11. Voltages of three boundary buses](image)

The scenario is demonstrated in three stages corresponding to the three operating conditions as shown in Tables 4.
Table 4 Stages of the simulated instability scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No Contingency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Line 4-5 tripped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Remedial action triggered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Stage 1, there is no contingency and the system is operating securely under n-1 criteria. Note that the n-1 limit for the worst contingency (i.e. line 4-5 trip) is provided to the operator by the measurement-based module when the n-1 margin is lower than a pre-designed threshold. In addition, the limit for the current operating condition is also calculated by the measurement-based module. At this stage, the value of MBVSA for the operator is to monitor voltage stability limits for the current condition (i.e. n-0 condition), and take actions if margin is insufficient.

In Stage 2, upon the line 4-5 tripping, the system operates under a contingency. Immediately after the line tripping, the limits from MBVSA change, informing the operator happening of an event. Note that the MBVSA at this stage is especially valuable immediately after the event and before the simulation-based module finishes its computation. The MBVSA tells the operator whether there is still sufficient margin for the present operating condition and whether preventive control is needed. Once the simulation-based module finishes its calculation of accurate n-1 limits, its results will update the predicted n-1 limits from the MBVSA.

In Stage 2, if the simulation-based module does not finish its computation on more accurate n-1 limits before a zero or very small margin is predicted by the MBVSA, the MBVSA will trigger a preventive control action automatically to prevent voltage collapse. If the simulation-based module finishes its computations for predicting the voltage instability and for the determination of a remedial action, the action will be taken and the system will enter Stage 3. Note that even if the results from the simulation-based module are available, the MBVSA module is still important because it provides situational awareness for the operator on the criticality of the system condition in real time especially when there is not enough time to perform any additional simulation.

In Stage 3, the effect of a remedial action is simulated as shown in Fig. 12. The remedial action switches in additional reactive power sources at bus 33 at $t=300$ s. It can be observed that voltage collapse is prevented, the system is no longer under emergency conditions.
condition and the operators can take additional actions to bring the system back to a secure operating condition.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 12. Scenario demonstration**
a P35 vs. its limits
b P31 vs. its limits
c P5 vs. its limits

5. Conclusion

Two n-1 sensitivity analyses have been proposed for the parameters of the N+1 equivalent and for tie-line flows of the load area in order to provide voltage stability margin information using MBVSA for n-1 conditions. The proposed approach has been demonstrated
on the NPCC 140-bus system for prediction of voltage instability under anticipated n-1 contingencies and for preventive control against voltage collapse. How to implement this approach in a hybrid VSA framework together with simulation-based VSA is also presented.
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